
Dumbbell Racks

Slightly better built than the CNDBR2S Dumbell Rack and, more importantly, it's 
slightly taller and therefore able to accommodate the CLUB PACK Rubber Hex 
Dumbells 1kg to 10kg. The 2 Sided Vertical Rack is also suitable for the CLUB 
PACK Chrome Dumbells 1kg to 10kg set.

Price: £199.16

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-2-sided-vertical-dumbell-rack

The FIRE STATION DUMBELL PACK includes 10 pairs Rubber Hex Dumbells - 
2.5kg, 5kg, 7.5kg, 10kg, 12.5kg, 15kg, 17.5kg, 20kg, 22.5kg and 25kg and a 
stable and stylish black powder coated 3 tier dumbbell rack.

RRP: £1,670.00

Our Price: £1,165.00
You Save: £505.00 - 30 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/fire-station-dumbell-pack

This 2 Sided A-Frame has thicker gauge steel than market equivalent racks, nicer 
feet, two crossbeams and plastic cup inserts in the cut-outs (dumbell rests). The 2 
Sided A-Frame Vertical Dumbell Rack is designed to suit 6 pairs of our smaller 
increment Rubber Hex Dumbells or Commercial 

Price: £72.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/6-pair-vertical-dumbell-rack

This rack is for use with our unbranded fixed barbells 

Price: £290.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/5-bar-fixed-barbell-rack

Tough Kettlebell Rack to house all of your studio/ gym kettlebells. The Kettlebell 
Rack has 2 rubber coated shelves which are 1.5m long.

Price: £645.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-kettlebell-rack
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Tough 3 or 3 Tier Dumbell Rack to house our GymRatZ Pro-Style Dumbells. The 
3 Tier Dumbbell Rack is 2m, 2.5m or 3m wide. 
Most colours available.

Price from£340.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-3-tier-dumbell-rack

Heavy-Duty 7ft Olympic Bar Lifter for use to easily load plates when performing 
deadlifts, clean & press, bent-over rows etc. Save time and effort in a freeweight 
gym by purchasing the easy-to-use Olympic Bar Loader.

Price: £325.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-olympic-bar-lift

Fully welded heavy-duty chain/ band tree for full commercial gyms. Order along 
with your other GymRatZ gym equipment and have all the gym equipment colour 
coded. 

Price: £395.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-chain-and-band-tree

Sturdy 3 Tier Hex Dumbell Rack. Suitable for holding our CLUB PACK Rubber 
Hex Dumbells 2.5kg to 25kg 

Price: £290.83

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/3-tier-hex-dumbell-rack-black

An aesthetically pleasing 3 tier flat tray rack for storing your Powerbags (up to 6 of 
them). 

Price: £497.28

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerbag-rack-3-tray
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An aesthetically pleasing 4 tier flat tray rack for storing your Powerbags. The 4 
tray rack can hold up to 12 bags (as pictured).

Price: £654.31

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerbag-rack-4-tray

An aesthetically pleasing 3 tier flat tray rack for storing your Powerbags (up to 6 of 
them). 

Price: £327.15

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/vertical-powerbag-rack

York 2-Tier Dumbbell Saddle Rack to suit 6 pairs of York's full-commercial Pro-
Style Dumbbells. This high-quality dumbbell rack is made from aesthetically 
pleasing oval tube and features evenly spaced saddles to comfortably 
accommodate the medial (shorter) grip Pro-Style Dumbbells. 

Price: £333.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-2-tier-dumbbell-saddle-rack-6-pair

The York Pro-Style Dumbbells are a good-looking and durable dumbbell, but one 
of the key-selling features, the medial-grip, means that they are not suitable to 
place on most racks (they don't fit), so, be sure to buy one of our racks alongside 
your dumbbells. Better-still, order one of our

Price: £499.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-2-tier-dumbbell-saddle-rack-10-pair

York Pro-Style Dumbbell Set & Rack 12.5kg to 35kg (10 Pairs). A whole set - 
12.5kg to 35kg, 10 pairs - of York Barbell's popular high-quality medial-grip Pro-
Style Dumbbells, including a 10 pair saddle rack.

Price: £1,769.17

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-pro-style-dumbbell-set-rack-12-5-35kg-10pr

York Pro-Style Dumbbell Set & Rack 2.5kg to 25kg (10 Pairs). A whole set - 2.5kg 
to 25kg, 10 pairs - of York Barbell's popular high-quality medial-grip Pro-Style 
Dumbbells, including a 10 pair saddle rack.

Price: £1,334.17

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-pro-style-dumbbell-set-rack-2-5-25kg-10pr
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A heavier set of the high-quality full-commercial York Barbell Pro-Style Dumbbells 
with a 10 pair saddle rack to suit. The set comprises 10 pairs - 27.5kg, 30kg, 
32.5kg, 35kg, 37.5kg, 40kg, 42.5kg, 45kg, 47.5kg, 50kg.

Price: £2,487.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-pro-style-dumbbell-set-rack-27-5-50kg-10pr

20 pairs of the world-renowned medial-grip York Barbell Pro-Style Dumbbells and 
accompanying saddle racks. This set provides great-value and a high-quality 
dumbbell set for your gym. 

Price: £3,990.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-pro-style-dumbbell-set-rack-2-5-50kg-20pr

Image Unavailable York 3-tier flat tray kettlebell rack designed for use with York Barbell's CrossFit 
Commercial Kettlebells, but works fine with most other flat-base kettlebells also. 
Great value for a commercial rack. Flat-packed for self assembly and backe by 
the York Barbell name makes this a great choice for....

Price: £223.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-3-tier-kettlebell-rack

York Pro-Style Dumbbell Set & Rack 152.5kg to 60kg (4 Pairs). Weighing in at a 
total weight of 450Kg these dumbbells are only available as a set.

Price: £1,980.27

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-pro-style-dumbbell-set-52-5-60kg-4pr

NOHRD Swing Weights come in two different versions the self standing tower and 
the newly designed wall mounted Swing Weight Board.

Price from£589.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-swing-weight-tower
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York Pro-Style Dumbbell Set & Rack 62.5kg (1 pair). Weighing in at a total weight 
of 125Kg these dumbbells are only available as a pair as detailed

Price: £518.32

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-pro-style-dumbbell-62-5

Robust and stylish, this stand can hold ten pairs of dumbells and with such a small 
footprint, it's a great addition to any facility.

Price: £265.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/10-pair-vertical-dumbell-storage-rack

This fully commercial dumbell storage rack has been specifically designed for use 
our range of Rubber Dumbells. The robust and heavy construction will ensure 
your dumbells are always safe whilst lasting a lifetime!

Price: £495.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/3-tier-dumbell-storage-rack-12-pairs

Image Unavailable York 10 pair 2 tier Dumbbell Tray Made from exceptionally strong and aesthetic 
elliptical tubing, this rack is perfect for either Standard or Hex dumbbells as the 
lipped platform is very safe and universal.

Price: £332.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/2-tier-dumbel-tray-rack

Image Unavailable York 3 tier 14 pair Dumbbell rack Made from exceptionally strong elliptical tubing, 
this rack is perfect for either Standard or Hex dumbbells as the lipped platform is 
very safe and universal.

Price: £332.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/3-tier-dumbel-tray-rack
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Exceptional quality, aesthetically pleasing Studio Barbell Set with Storage rack. 30 
sets 

RRP from: £4,550.00

Our Price £3,999.00
You Save: £551.00 - 12 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-barbell-30-rack

This 10 Pair 3 Tier Dumbbell Storage Rack is a compact, space saving rack, 
perfect for your gym. The 3 tier design means that it smaller in width than other 2 
tier racks which is great for a lot gyms where space is at a premium. The rack has 
a sturdy silver frame with a TUFF COAT textured paint

Price: £540.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymgear-10-pair-3-tier-dumbbell-rack

This 10 Pair 2 Tier Dumbbell Storage Rack is a compact, space saving rack, 
perfect for your gym. The 2 tier design means easier access to dumbbells 
compared to the 3 tier racks which is great for a lot gyms with a full range of 
dumbbells. The rack has a sturdy silver frame with a TUFF COAT...

Price: £540.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymgear-10-pair-2-tier-dumbbell-rack

This 10 Pair 2 Tier Dumbbell Storage Rack is a compact, space saving rack, 
perfect for your gym. The 2 tier design means easier access to dumbbells 
compared to the 3 tier racks which is great for a lot gyms with a full range of 
dumbbells. The rack has a sturdy silver frame with a TUFF COAT...

Price £430.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-10-pair-2-tier

This rack is for use with fixed weight barbells - Limited stock clearance offer

Price: £295.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-5-bar-barbell-rack
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Exceptional quality, aesthetically pleasing Studio Barbell Storage rack will hold 30 
sets.

Price £590.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-barbell-rack-30

Exceptional quality, super tough, more durable than rubber - aesthetically pleasing 
dumbbell set 

Price: £7,800.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-urethane-dumbell-set-25

This PowerBlock Large Compact Stand is suitable for all PowerBlock models up 
to41kg (90lb) in weight i.e. PowerBlock Expandable EXP1, EXP2 & EXP3 set. 

Price: £99.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerblock-large-compact-stand

York Pro-Style Dumbbell 65kg (Pair). 

RRP: £617.76

Our Price: £538.32
You Save: £79.44 - 13 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-pro-style-dumbbell-65kg-pair
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